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ABSTRACT 
The composition of dairy products can have a significant impact on a dairy manufacturer’s revenue. 
By including more of the low-value components (water and lactose) and less of the higher value 
components (fat and protein) in their products, within customer specifications, higher yields and 
therefore higher revenue can be attained. The purpose of this project was to optimise product 
composition at Westland Milk Products, and develop procedures for the maintenance of yield 
reporting. 
  




The composition of dairy products can have significant impact on a dairy manufacturer’s revenue. By 
including more of the low-value components (water and lactose) and less of the higher value 
components (fat and protein) in their products, within customer specifications, higher yields and 
therefore higher revenue can be attained. This project aimed to optimise product composition at 
Westland Milk Products, and develop procedures for the maintenance of yield reporting. Products 
included in this project were: 
 Skim milk powder (SMP) 
 Whole milk powder (WMP) 
 Butter milk powder (BMP) 
 Growing up milk powder (GUMP) 
 Casein 
 Milk protein concentrate (MPC) 
 Whey protein concentrate (WPC) 
 Butter 
Optimising the product composition involved maximising product moisture content and minimising 
protein and fat contents within customer specifications. 
PROCESS IMPROVEMENT METHOD 
A process improvement method was followed in order to identify issues surrounding composition 
control and then implement or recommend ways to remedy these issues. This method involved: 
 Defining the opportunity. The improvement opportunity was defined by analysing 
composition data from the 2012-13 season and estimating the revenue gains that could 
have been made if composition had been improved. 
 Setting targets. Composition targets were set in meetings with plant managers. These 
targets were crucial in giving both operators and plant managers a target to strive for. 
 Data collection and analysis. Collected data included process data from operator log sheets, 
reference laboratory data, near infrared (NIR) analyser variation reports and informal staff 
interviews. Data analysis involved using Microsoft Excel to analyse numerical data and using 
cause and effect analysis to determine root causes of process issues. 
 Designing and implementing solutions. This involved brainstorming, selecting and 
developing solutions for implementation. 
 Measuring improvements. Monthly composition data for each product batch was analysed 
to determine composition improvements (and losses) made this season versus the 2012-13 
season.  
IMPROVEMENTS TO DATE 
Improvements have been made to all components from August to December 2013 compared with 
the 2012-13 season. A 0.60% relative gain has been made in moisture content, and 0.11% and 3.44% 
losses have been seen in protein and fat respectively. The 0.11% decrease in protein content may 
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not seem statistically significant, however this included a sharp increase in protein content in 
November, and the protein content was lower than last season’s average for every other month. 
Individual plant performances were evaluated, and the D2 and casein plants were found to have 
shown the most improvements. The D6 plant achieved good moisture gains and fat losses, but the 
average protein content in products produced on D6 are higher than that of last season. This is 
mostly due to SMP being produced for the first time on D6 this season, however the protein content 
of MPC and WPC are also higher than last season. 
COMPOSITION CONTROL ISSUES 
The following issues were found to affect the operators’ ability to control composition: 
 Inaccurate APC moisture predictions. The APC system does not accurately predict the in-line 
moisture content. This means that APC could be controlling the moisture content well below 
the target for up to an hour between operators conducting their hourly composition tests. 
The in-line ProFoss NIR analyser that is currently being trialled at Westland would resolve 
this issue. 
 APC does not teach new operators to manually control the process. This is especially an 
issue when issues with the process require it to be controlled manually. 
 The process of collecting and testing daily line sample NIR comparisons. The two key issues 
with the current method are the elapsed time between testing the sample in the plant and 
testing in the laboratory, and that the plant NIR analyser reports to two decimal places 
whereas the laboratory analyser reports to one decimal place. This reduces the operators’ 
confidence in the comparison results, therefore reducing their confidence in pushing 
towards composition targets. 
 The method of making bias adjustments to the NIR analysers. The current method only 
takes into account the variation in results between the laboratory analyser and the 
reference bench tests, but should also take into account the variation between plant and 
laboratory results.  
 Plant standard operating procedures are out of date. The standard operating procedures 
that operators use to control the process do not display the current optimum conditions. 
This is especially an issue for new operators who are not confident in making adjustments to 
operating conditions. 
 D1 plant manually controlled. This is not an overly big issue, but the average moisture 
content of products made on D1 is 0.5% (relative) below last year’s average. The manual 
control presents an opportunity to train new operators on D1 before being trained on APC. 
 BMP protein and fat not controlled. There are no processes in place to control BMP protein 
and fat contents, and it is thought significant gains could be made if these were controlled. 
 Varying total solids content of raw milk. The total solids content of raw milk is not 
standardised, and APC does not take this variable into account so the dryer runs at the same 
temperature regardless of how much water the milk contains. 
 Time between ultrafiltration (UF) processes and drying on D6. Some operators run at 
protein to total solids ratios a little higher than target because they do not know the product 
composition until after a UF run has finished. 
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 Pillet dryer throughput exceeds capacity. Pillet dryer capacity is 750 kg/hr but the average 
throughput is around 1200 kg/hr. When the dryer was located at the former Karamea plant, 
it consistently produced product moisture contents within 0.1% of its maximum 
specification. Product moisture ex-Pillet dryer now fluctuates so much that operators find it 
difficult to make accurate process adjustments. 
 Humid air used in casein process. Casein exiting the Pillet dryer is cooled by a cooling bed 
before being milled. Ambient outside air is used in the cooling and milling processes and 
adds moisture back into the dried product. 
COMPANY CULTURE AND ALIGNMENT 
Rivalry between laboratory and production staff was found to be a major contributing factor in 
attempting to optimise product composition. Aligning the two departments to the goal of 
composition optimisation is crucial to achieving the goal. Key factors in achieving alignment are: 
 Management alignment. Laboratory and production managers need to be aligned to the 
goal so that there are no miscommunications of goals to employees of their respective 
departments. 
 Communication of goal. Communication of goals will enable each department to align their 
own goals towards the product composition optimisation goal. 
 Evaluation of skills and knowledge. Evaluating the skills and knowledge of employees will 
reinforce to employees that they have the ability to contribute to the goal, and identify 
areas of weakness. 
 Provision of training and resources. Providing employees with appropriate training and 
resources will enhance their ability to do their jobs effectively, therefore they are more 
aligned to the goal. Provision of training and resources should aim to eliminate the weakness 
identified at the evaluation stage.  
YIELD REPORTING 
Two systems for yield reporting have been developed. The first is a procedure for reporting overall 
monthly composition and yields, and the second reports near-real time composition to operators. 
Monthly reporting cannot currently be completed for up to eight days after the month has ended 
due to a delay in final composition reporting by the laboratory department. This needs to be 
improved so that corrective action can be taken if there are issues with final composition. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
SHORT TERM RECOMMENDATIONS 
It is recommended that following actions are taken within the next six months: 
1. Continue to use the APC system as often as possible. This will provide the system with more 
historical data to base its predictions on, therefore resulting in more accurate predictions. 
This will involve further encouraging operators to reach their APC uptime target of 80%. 
However, operators also need to be instructed to not compromise production performance 
for APC uptime. Operators need to state reasons for not hitting their APC uptime targets so 
that corrective actions can be taken. 
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2. Dryer 3 ProFoss trial. The ProFoss will be trialled on Dryer 3 in March 2014, in order to 
determine whether it helps the operators to improve composition. If the ProFoss trial results 
in a composition improvement for the E3/D3 plant, it is recommended that the system be 
integrated with the APC system, and that the system be introduced to the E2/D2 and E6/D6 
plants. 
3. Change the daily line sample comparison reporting procedure. The recommended 
procedure is shown in Figure E1. This would reduce discrepancies due to the delay between 
plant and laboratory tests and give operators more confidence to push towards spec targets. 
 
Figure E1: Recommended process of collecting and testing daily line samples. Please note that 
the times displayed are examples and would have to be defined and confirmed by both the 
production and laboratory managers. The key message that these times are conveying is that 
each step should be started within minutes of the previous finishing. 
4. Make frequent bias adjustments to plant NIR analysers. A system should be implemented 
where bias adjustments are made to the plant analysers when their daily line sample 
comparison with the laboratory analysers exceeds predetermined limits. Reducing the 
variation would give operators more confidence to push towards composition targets, 
without the fear of composition going out of spec. In addition, operators need to be 
informed of when bias adjustments are made so they know to ignore the daily line sample 
comparison results.  
5. Review and update operator SOPs. SOPs need to be reviewed and updated so that they 
show current optimum operating conditions. This is important for giving new operators the 
information they need to control the process. Reviewing SOPs once or twice per season 
would be sufficient. 
6. Instil confidence in protein plant operators to decrease SMP protein content. An option for 
doing this would be to encourage them to lower the content in incremental steps with each 
production run. 
7. Align laboratory department towards composition optimisation goal. Aligning laboratory 
management towards this goal is important, as they can then align departmental goals 
7 am 
•Operator takes sample from below dryer. 
7.05 
am 








•Laboratory staff pick up samples from plant. 
7.25 
am 
•Sample composition is measured in the laboratory NIR. Composition is reported to 
two decimal places. Laboratory results are reported to plant operators. 
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towards the optimisation goal. Laboratory alignment would enable processes and 
procedures that affect the operator’s ability to control final composition to be studied from 
both ends of the process.   
8. Review how composition is tracking against targets. It is recommended that, if composition 
targets are reached, the targets are reconsidered to push closer to specification limits. 
9. Implement a cross-functional induction process. This would involve new laboratory 
employees spending time in the plant learning about how operators do their work, and vice 
versa. This would give each party a better overview of how the other does their work, so 
that any issues involving final product composition can be resolved together. 
MEDIUM-TERM RECOMMENDATIONS 
It is recommended that the following actions are taken within the next two years: 
1. Investigate options for improving reliability of control and testing of butter moisture 
content. Firstly, investigate whether the lack of trust in the results of the Food Analyser is 
justified. If it is found to be justified, investigate the feasibility of replacing the Food Analyser 
with a FoodScan, taking into account the potential for added revenue due to the ability to 
add more moisture to the butter. It the lack of trust is unjustified, the Food Analyser should 
be calibrated to match the FoodScan. 
2. Investigate the practicality of training new evaporator and dryer operators on Dryer 1. The 
small size and hands-on nature of the plant means that operators would gain a good 
understanding of how to control the process before being trained on the APC system. 
3. Investigate the feasibility of controlling BMP protein and fat contents. Significant revenue 
could be gained if the current protein and fat contents were reduced. 
4. Investigate options for standardising the total solids content of milk entering the 
evaporators. This would eliminate a disturbance variable that the APC system does not 
recognise. Westland is currently investigating options for this. 
5. Control of humidity of air entering the casein cooling bed and mill. This would reduce 
variations in powder moisture ex-mill, therefore giving the operators better control over 
moisture.  
6. Investigate options for improving the lead time for final product composition testing. This 
would enable faster corrective action to be taken for issues surrounding composition. 
Options for this include having sampling laboratory staff working weekends, outsourcing 
sample testing on weekends, and progressing LEAN laboratory techniques. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This project was completed for the partial fulfilment of a Master of Engineering Management (MEM) 
degree at University of Canterbury. Sponsors for this project were Simon Bastion and Sam Tobeck of 
Westland Milk Products, and Supervisor was Piet Beukman, Director of the University of Canterbury 
MEM programme. 
Westland Milk Products (Westland) is a 100 percent dairy-farmer owned cooperative, and processes 
around 3 percent of New Zealand’s milk. Westland’s catchment area spans from Karamea to Fox 
Glacier, and has recently expanded into parts of Canterbury. The company has two production sites; 
in Hokitika and Rolleston. All products produced by Westland are manufactured at the Hokitika site, 
with the Rolleston site concentrating milk from Canterbury suppliers in a reverse osmosis plant 
before transporting it to Hokitika for further production. 
This project falls under the umbrella of Project Gold, a company-wide project introduced at 
Westland in 2013 that aims to reduce waste and operational expenses, and improve product yield. 
Project Gold is initially focusing on the production operations at Westland, and may in the future 
expand into administrative and technical divisions. The desired result of Project Gold is an increase 
in the value per kilogram of milk solids and in the pay out to Westland’s suppliers.  
1.1 OBJECTIVES AND DELIVERABLES 
The objectives of this project were to optimise the composition of Westland’s products in order to 
improve product yield, and to develop procedures for the maintenance of yield reporting. The 
products included in this project are: 
 Skim milk powder (SMP) 
 Whole milk powder (WMP) 
 Butter milk powder (BMP) 
 Growing up milk powder (GUMP) 
 Casein 
 Milk protein concentrate (MPC) 
 Whey protein concentrate (WPC) 
 Butter 
The deliverables are: 
 A report detailing composition improvements made, existing issues, and further 
recommendations 
 Procedures for the maintenance of yield reporting 
1.2 PRODUCT COMPOSITION OPTIMISATION 
The four main components of dairy products are water (moisture), protein, fat and lactose, and the 
quantities of these vary depending on the product. The specification limits for each product made at 
Westland are customer defined and shown in Appendix I (Section 11.1). In addition, Codex 
Alimentarius dairy standards dictate the minimum milkfat, maximum water, and minimum milk 
protein in milk solids-non-fat contents for different dairy products. 
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In order to gain the maximum return on milk supply it is necessary to sell more of the low-value 
components of milk (water and lactose) within customer specifications. Therefore, optimising 
product composition requires maximising the water content and minimising the protein and fat 
contents within those specifications.  
1.3 WESTLAND PRODUCTION PLANTS 
The key production plants for this project were Westland’s D1, D2, D3, D6, Casein, and Butter plants. 
Descriptions of these plants are shown in Table 1, along with the products that each plant 
manufactures. 
Table 1: Westland’s production plants 











D1 - Evaporator and spray dryer with production capacity 




D2 - Mechanical vapour recompression (MVR) and 
thermal vapour recompression (TVR) evaporators. 
- Spray dryer with production capacity of around 4 




D3 - MVR and TVR evaporators. 
- Spray dryer with production capacity of around 6 














D6 - Two TVR evaporators. 
- Spray dryer with production capacity of around 4 




Casein - Casein is dried in a Pillet (vibrated bed) dryer before 










t Butter - Typical butter process with vacuum pasteurisation, 
crystallization and churning steps. 
Salted, 
unsalted, lactic 





1.4 PRINCIPLES OF DRYING 
Drying is the evaporation of a volatile liquid from solid materials [1]. Drying requires the application 
of heat, and in spray dryers and Pillet dryers this is done with the addition of a hot air stream. The 
rate of drying is typically dependent on the mass of the dry solid, the surface area that is in contact 
with the drying agent, and temperature of the dying agent [1]. The relative humidity of the drying 
agent has an effect on the final product moisture content [2], therefore variations in relative 
humidity of the hot air streams in the dryers at Westland results in variations in product moisture 
content. 
In a spray dryer (Figure 1), concentrated milk droplets are mixed with hot air, evaporating water in 
the milk stream. Prior to drying, a milk stream passes through an evaporator which concentrates the 
milk to 45-55% total solids [3]. An atomiser at the top of the dryer sprays the inlet stream into the 
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dryer, which mixes with hot air at 180-200°C. Water on the surface of the droplets is rapidly 
evaporated after release from the atomiser, and the remaining water is diffused and dried as the 
powder settles in the dryer. Key variables which affect the effectiveness of spray drying are droplet 
surface area to volume ratio, droplet distribution, atomiser nozzle depth, feed concentration, and 
inlet air temperature [4]. 
 
Figure 1: Spray dryer [5] 
A Pillet dryer is a vibrated bed dryer. Casein is vibrated along perforated plates, and hot air at 
around 140-145°C flows up through the plates [6]. Casein curd entering the dryer has a moisture 
content of around 52-56% and that exiting the dryer has a moisture content of around 10-12%. 
Casein moisture content can reduce by up to 2.5% after drying (in the cooling and milling processes) 
[6], therefore the moisture content of casein exiting the dryer should be controlled to be around 
10.5-11.5% to achieve the target final moisture content of 9.6%. 
1.5 PRINCIPLES OF ULTRAFILTRATION 
Ultrafiltration is a process by which protein and fat molecules in milk are separated from lactose and 
water molecules based on their size. The feed solution (skim milk) is forced through a porous 
membrane under pressure, and the retentate (protein and fat) is retained while the permeate 
(water and lactose) is removed. The pressure required to force the feed solution through the 
membrane is 1-10 bar, and the membrane pore size must be between 10-2 to 10-1 µm [3]. 
1.5 COMPOSITION CONTROL AND TESTING  
The way that composition is controlled at Westland varies with each plant. Table 2 summarises how 
composition is controlled in the D1, D2, D3 and D6 plants, the casein plant, and the butter plant. 
Operators control the running conditions based on standard operating procedures provided to them 
and by getting information from past logsheets. Final product samples are taken at the packing 
stage, and collected by the sampling laboratory once a whole production run has finished. The 
Atomiser 
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sampling laboratory measures the final composition with an NIR1 analyser, and this composition is 
confirmed by bench tests in the chemistry and reference laboratories. 
Table 2: Composition control at Westland 











D1 Dryer temperatures 
are adjusted manually 
based on hourly NIR 
moisture tests. 
Permeate or lactose is 
added based on a 
predetermined ratio (SMP 
only). BMP protein content 
is not controlled. 
Control not available 
D2 APC2 system 
automatically adjusts 
dryer temperatures 
based on hourly NIR 
composition tests. 
Permeate or lactose is 
added automatically based 
on in-line protein to total 
solids ratio tests. The set 
points can be changed by 
the operators based on 
hourly NIR composition 
tests. 
Cream is added automatically 
based on in-line protein to 
total solids ratio tests. The 
set points can be changed by 
the operators based on 
hourly NIR composition tests.  
D3 APC system 
automatically adjusts 
dryer temperatures 
based on hourly NIR 
moisture tests 
Permeate or lactose is 
added automatically based 
on in-line protein to total 
solids ratio tests. The set 
points can be changed by 
the operators based on 
hourly NIR composition 
tests. 
Cream is added automatically 
based on in-line protein to 
total solids ratio tests. The 
set points can be changed by 
the operators based on 









D6 APC system 
automatically adjusts 
dryer temperatures 
based on hourly NIR 
moisture tests. This is 
not commissioned for 
all of the products run 
on D6. 
WPC and MPC  
Flow rate of product 
through ultrafiltration 
process is adjusted to 
change protein to total 
solids ratio.  
 
SMP 
Permeate or lactose is 
added based on a 
predetermined ratio  
WPC and MPC  
Flow rate of product through 
ultrafiltration process is 
adjusted to change fat to 
total solids ratio.  
 
SMP 
Permeate or lactose is added 
based on a predetermined 
ratio 
Casein Pillet dryer 
temperatures and the 
depth of the dryer bed 
are adjusted manually 
based on hourly NIR 
tests. 
Blending and milling 
times can be changed 
to alter final moisture. 
Completed in the washing 
process prior to drying. 
Final protein content is 
determined by how much 
lactose is ‘washed’ off in 
this process. 
Control not needed 
                                                          
1
 NIR: Near Infrared Analyser 
2
 APC: Advanced Process Control  











Butter The number of 
revolutions per minute 
of the churn is 
manually adjusted, 
and buttermilk is 
added back to the 
butter automatically 
based on frequent in-
line moisture tests.  
Control not needed Control not needed 
 
1.6 NEAR INFRARED ANALYSER (NIR) 
NIR analysers used for the control and final testing of product composition at Westland are: 
 FOSS XDS (2007) – for composition control in protein and powder plants, and final protein 
and powder product testing in sampling laboratory 
 FOSS XDS (2012) – for final protein and powder product testing in chemistry laboratory if 
sampling laboratory cannot process samples fast enough 
 NIR Technology Systems Food Analyser – for composition control in butter plant 
 FOSS ProFoss – for in-line moisture control in butter plant 
 FOSS FoodScan – used for final butter composition testing in chemistry laboratory 
NIR analysis works by the absorption of specific NIR wavelengths by different chemical bonds. The 
NIR analysers scan multiple parts of a sample, and report an average composition based on these 
scans.  
1.7 ADVANCED PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEM (APC) 
An Advanced Process Control (APC) system was introduced to the D2, D3 and D6 plants in the 
second half of 2011. Regular control systems require operators to make adjustments to dryer 
operating set points based on regular moisture composition tests. APC, however, only requires the 
entry of key set points, for example quality and production targets, and adjusts all other process set 
points based on measured process variables and historical data. For example, on the spray dryers 
APC requires operators to enter the set points of controlled variables (powder moisture and 
temperature) and the system makes adjustments to manipulated variables (dryer temperatures). 
Because there is no in-line measurement of product composition, APC predicts what the product 
moisture content is based on running conditions. Actual product moisture contents are entered 
every hour and APC makes adjustments to the dryer temperatures to get the moisture to its set 
point. Overall, APC aims to reduce moisture content variability so that moisture content can be 
pushed closer to its limits (Figure 2). 




Figure 2: Reduced variation in moisture content enables moisture to be pushed closer to spec limits. 
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2.0 PROJECT APPROACH 
Before starting this project, it was important to define a process improvement method that would 
be followed. The process improvement method needed be effective in identifying issues surrounding 
the control of product composition, and implementing or recommending ways in which these could 
be improved. Juran [7], Deming [8, 9], and Crosby [10, 11] are widely considered to be leaders in the 
field of quality and process improvement, therefore their methods were studied to define a suitable 
method for this project. This full study can be seen in Appendix II (Section 11.2).  
2.1 PROCESS IMPROVEMENT METHOD 
2.1.1 OPPORTUNITY DEFINED 
The improvement opportunity was defined by analysing composition data from the 2012-13 season, 
and estimating the revenue gains that could have been made if composition had been improved. 
This also identified SMP, WMP and casein as having the most opportunity for improvement; SMP 
and WMP are the most produced products at Westland and the average moisture content of casein 
last season was well below its maximum spec. 
2.1.2 TARGETS SET 
Composition targets were set in meetings with plant managers. These were crucial in giving both 
operators and plant managers a target to strive for. The target composition for each product is 
shown in Appendix I (Section 11.1). 
2.1.3 DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 
Collected data included process data from operator log sheets, reference laboratory data, NIR 
variation reports, APC data, and informal interviews with staff. Informal interviews were necessary 
to gain an understanding of the production process, identify process issues involved with 
composition control, and to learn about the company culture. Interviews involved asking both 
predetermined, open-ended questions and questions thought of during the interview. Talking with 
operators was found to be the most helpful method of identifying process issues, as they hold the 
most knowledge on the processes. 
Data analysis involved using Microsoft Excel to analyse numerical data and using cause and effect 
analysis to determine root causes of process issues.  
2.1.4 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTION OF SOLUTIONS 
Designing solutions involved brainstorming, selecting and developing solutions. The solutions that 
have been implemented to date have been aimed at raising awareness of the product optimisation 
goal with operators. Therefore the design phase involved developing effective methods of 
communicating this goal with operators, while having the lowest impact on operators as possible. 
Graphs showing how operator hourly composition tracked against final composition and targets 
were found to be the most effective method of communication. 
2.1.5 IMPROVEMENTS MEASURED 
Monthly composition data for each product batch was analysed in order to determine composition 
improvements (and losses) that had been made this season compared with last season. This analysis 
determined percentage improvements, estimates of revenue gains caused by improved 
composition, and missed revenue opportunity by not achieving targets. 
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3.0 IMPROVEMENTS TO DATE 
To date, improvements have been made to all components in the 2013-14 season compared with 
2012-13 season averages (Figure 3). Overall, from August to December a 0.60% (relative) gain has 
been made in moisture, and 0.11% and 3.44% (relative) losses have been made in protein and fat 
respectively compared to last season. Individual product results are shown in Appendix III (Section 
11.3).  
The average moisture content was similar to last season’s from August to October, but 
improvements of 0.65% and 1.62% were seen in November and December respectively. While the 
0.11% decrease in year-to-date protein content may seem statistically insignificant, this included a 
sharp increase in protein content in November, and the average protein content was lower than last 
season’s for every other month. Two reasons for the increase in November were the focus on 
throughput rather than composition, and due to SMP being produced on Dryer 6 for the first time. 
Finally, the average fat content was higher than last season’s in August and September, but was 
significantly lower in from October to December. Overall, the year-to-date improvements are due to 
increased awareness of operators of what composition targets are and how improving composition 
benefits the company. 
 
Figure 3: Overall composition improvements 2013-14 season compared with 2012-13 season 
averages. 
It was important to evaluate the performance of individual plants to identify which plants struggle to 
improve composition. Figure 4 shows that the D2 and casein plants have achieved significant 
improvements, while the D3 plant has similar protein and fat contents to last season and the D6 
plant has struggled to improve protein. The reason for limited improvements from the D3 plant is 
that in the peak season (October and November) the operators were told to compromise the 
composition optimisation goal in order to process supplied milk as fast as possible. The increased 
protein content of products produced on the D6 plant is because the average protein content of 
SMP was 34.76%, whereas last season’s average was 33.74%. SMP had not been manufactured on 
the D6 plant prior to the 2013-14 season, and the operators are not yet comfortable enough with 
the process to push the protein limits. This said, the MPC and WPC protein contents on E6/D6 are 
0.62% and 1.18% higher than last season’s averages respectively, which cannot be blamed on a lack 
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Figure 4: Individual plant composition improvements compared in 2013-14 season compared with 
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4.0 ANALYSIS OF COMPOSITION CONTROL 
Processes used to control composition are all part of the wider product quality assurance strategy, 
therefore principles of product quality improvement can be applied to composition improvement. 
Product quality depends on the effectiveness of the technology and processes that control quality, 
and a culture that ensures that the technology is used correctly and processes are effectively 
executed [7, 8, 10]. Based on this, three key areas were analysed to determine improvements that 
could be made that would help to achieve optimised composition. These are: 
 The systems and procedures put in place to control composition  
 Issues with production processes that affect operators’ ability to control composition 
 Company culture relating to composition control (Section 5.0) 
4.1 ADVANCED PROCESS CONTROL (APC) 
On the whole, operators have responded positively to the introduction of APC, and understand the 
benefits that the system has for the company. Table 3 shows how many times the company’s 80% 
uptime target has been achieved since the end of October 2013. The low APC uptime on Dryer 2 is 
due to issues with the dryer, but the operators still achieved an average uptime of 69% over this 
period which shows they still use APC the majority of the time. Two key issues have been identified 
with the introduction of APC; inaccurate moisture predictions and the lack of process understanding 
by new operators.  








Dryer 2 25 77 
Evaporator 2 56 77 
Dryer 3 59 77 
Evaporator 3 66 77 
 
The inaccurate moisture predictions by APC can be seen in Figure 5. Points 1 and 2 show where 
hourly moisture results have been entered into the APC system. At the time the hourly sample was 
taken at point 1, APC predicted the moisture to be 3.8% whereas the actual result was found to be 
3.84%. On the other hand, at point 2, APC predicted the moisture to be 3.8% but the actual result 
was 3.62%. This means that APC could have been producing product with a moisture of 3.62% for up 
to an hour. It could be said that the positive and negative variations cancel each other out, but this 
will be an issue if moisture content targets are increased, as positive variations could result in out of 
spec product. The only remedy to this is to continue to use APC as much as possible, as the more 
process information that is stored in APC the more accurate the predictions will be. 
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Figure 5: Display of inaccurate moisture predictions by APC 
More frequent moisture checks would improve the way that APC controls product moisture. One 
way of doing this is the implementation of an in-line NIR system [12]. An in-line NIR analyser 
(ProFoss) is currently being trialled on Dryer 3, and has been in place for two months. The ProFoss 
takes product samples and records composition every 39 seconds. Calibration of the ProFoss is 
currently taking place, and the most recent calibration data (January 17th) shows that there are still 
calibration outliers (Appendix 11.4). Once the calibration is acceptable, a month long trial of the 
product will take place in order to determine whether the composition data it provides helps the 
operators to improve composition.  
A common comment from operators was that using the APC system does not teach new operators 
how to manually control the process. One operator mentioned that it ‘dummies down people’. This 
is an issue, as there are often problems with the process that require the process to be controlled 
manually. Changes to new operator training should be considered, so that they are trained in how to 
manually control the plant before they are trained in how to use APC. 
4.2 NEAR INFRA-RED (NIR) ANALYSER VARIATIONS 
NIR analysers are used in both the control of composition and in final product composition testing. 
Composition variations of up to ±0.3% (absolute) exist between composition readings on the plant 
analysers and laboratory analysers for the same sample (see Figure 6 for example of comparison 
between powder plant and laboratory XDS, and Appendix V (Section 11.5) for further comparisons). 
Two reasons for the variations were hypothesised: 
 Natural variation 
 Sample preparation technique 
Natural variation refers to the inbuilt differences between two analysers. The analysers are man-
made, and have small filaments that produce the NIR light waves. Small changes in the direction that 
the filaments point can affect the absorbance of NIR waves, which results in differences in measured 
composition between two analysers [13]. 
Because both operators and laboratory analysts prepare samples for NIR testing, it is important that 
they follow the same sample preparation procedure. The most important factors that can impact 
NIR results are the cleanliness of the sample cuvettes and the elimination of air pockets in the 
1 2 
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sample [13]. On observing the preparation techniques of both operators and laboratory staff, it was 
noticed that the laboratory cuvettes were cleaner than those in the powder plant. The powder 
operators were reminded to clean their cuvettes if they are looking dirty. Based on observations, 
there are thought to be no other variations between operator and laboratory analyst techniques. 
 
Figure 6: Comparison between powder plant and laboratory moisture content results for same 
sample. 
4.2.1 DAILY LINE SAMPLES 
Product samples are taken in the powder, protein and butter plants daily, and are measured by both 
the plant and laboratory NIR analysers. This comparison provides the operators with an idea of the 
current natural variations between the analysers so that they have better control over final 
composition. The current process of obtaining and testing daily line samples is shown in Figure 7. 
The current method involves operators taking the daily line sample anywhere between 2-6 am, 
measuring the sample with the plant analyser, and taking the sample to the boot exchange to be 
picked up by the laboratory. The laboratory picks up the sample some time during the morning, tests 
the sample in the laboratory analyser, and does not report the results until after midday. The current 
method has the issues that the time between plant and laboratory testing is too long, and that plant 
results are reported to two decimal places whereas laboratory results are reported to one decimal 
place. 
The daily line samples are currently being collected by the night shift operators between 2-6 am, and 
the laboratory does not send the compared results to the operators until after midday. This is an 
issue for two reasons: 
 Dairy products are hygroscopic [14], so the product sample can absorb atmospheric 
moisture between the two measurements. 
 The length of time between readings is so long that some operators see the comparison as 
pointless and do not take the results into account when controlling the plant.  
These issues are escalated on weekends as there is no sampling laboratory staff, so the laboratory 
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All laboratory NIR results for powders and proteins are reported to one decimal place, whereas all 
plant NIR results are reported to two places. This inconsistency makes the plant and laboratory NIR 
comparison results rather meaningless, as an accurate comparison is unable to be made between 
the two sets of results. The laboratory NIR results are reported to one decimal place because the 
product specifications are reported the same way, whereas plant results are reported to two 
decimal places to give operators and APC more accurate control. 
 
Figure 7: Current process of collecting and testing daily line samples 
There are two options for remedying this issue; change the results on the plant NIR to report to one 
decimal place, or change the laboratory NIR to report to two decimal places. In order to give away as 
much water as possible, and to control the composition within specifications, it is necessary for the 
operators to have the most accurate composition information as possible. For instance, a moisture 
content result of 3.8% could actually be 3.76%, and that 0.04% could make a difference of thousands 
of dollars worth of extra product. However, reporting to one decimal place makes the laboratory 
analyst’s job easier as they are required to report final product specifications to one decimal place. 
Therefore, it is suggested that changes are made the laboratory NIR software to report to two 
decimal places when measuring daily line samples, and maintain the one decimal place reporting for 
all other samples. This would involve giving the sampling staff access to change the number of 
decimal places reported by the NIR software and training them in how to do this when they are 
measuring daily line samples. 
Based on these two issues, a recommended process for collecting and analysing daily line samples 
has been developed and is shown in Figure 8. This process would eliminate discrepancies due to the 
delay between plant and laboratory tests, and give operators more confidence to push towards spec 
targets.  
2-6 am 
•Operator takes sample from below dryer. 
2-6 am 
•Operator measures sample composition using plant NIR. Results are reported to 
two decimal places. 
2-6 am 




•Laboratory staff pick up samples from plant. 
12-
2pm 
•Sample composition is measured in the laboratory NIR. Composition is reported 
to one decimal place. Laboratory results are reported to plant operators. 
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Figure 8: Recommended process of collecting and testing daily line samples. Please note that the 
times displayed are examples and would have to be defined and confirmed by both the production 
and laboratory managers. The key message that these times are conveying is that each step should 
be started within minutes of the previous finishing. 
 
4.2.2 NIR BIAS ADJUSTMENTS  
The process for making bias adjustments to NIR analysers is shown in Figure 9. Two key issues with 
this process have been identified: 
 Bias adjustments are only made when the variation between Master NIR results and 
reference test results exceed limits, and does not consider the variation between the plant 
and laboratory results 
 Adjustments reduce the variation between plant and laboratory NIR results, which can be 
an issue if daily line sample comparisons have already been tested when the adjustments 
are made. 
 
Figure 9: Process of making bias adjustments to NIR analysers 
7 am 
•Operator takes sample from below dryer. 
7.05 
am 
•Operator measures sample composition using plant NIR. Results are reported to 
two decimal places. 
7.10 
am 




•Laboratory staff pick up samples from plant. 
7.25 
am 
•Sample composition is measured in the laboratory NIR. Composition is reported to 
two decimal places. Laboratory results are reported to plant operators. 
1 
• Variation between Master NIR results and reference test results 
exceeds limits. 
2 
• Variations are averaged and bias adjustments are made to the 
Master NIR 
3 
• Product sample is taken and its composition is measured in both 
plant and laboratory NIR  
4 
• Bias adjustment made to plant NIR analyser based on variation in 
results from laboratory analyser. 
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Bias adjustments are only made to plant and laboratory NIR analysers if the variation between 
Master NIR results and reference results exceed predetermined limits, which happens around every 
two to three weeks. However, the variation between plant and laboratory NIR results often exceeds 
the laboratory NIR and reference variation limits. An example of this was on November 25th;  an 
adjustment of 0.05% was made to the laboratory XDS based on reference variation, but an 
adjustment of 0.12% had to be made to the powder plant XDS to align it with the laboratory.  
Operators have said that if the variation between the laboratory and plant NIR was reduced they 
would be able to better control the composition. It is suggested that bias adjustments are made to 
the plant analysers more frequently to reduce these variations. 
Making bias adjustments reduces the difference between the measured laboratory final and in-line 
benchtop composition reading. If bias adjustments are made after the daily line sample comparison 
is tested, the real variation between the two analysers is different to that reported. It is suggested 
that when bias adjustments need to be made, they are done before daily line samples are tested. 
4.2.3 DIFFERENT NIR ANALYSERS USED FOR BUTTER CONTROL AND TESTING 
There are three different analysers used for butter moisture control and testing; a ProFoss for in-line 
moisture measurements, a Food Analyser for hourly moisture checks in the plant, and a FoodScan 
for final composition testing. By observing production and talking with operators, it was found that a 
ProFoss moisture reading of around 15.95% gives a Food Analyser reading of around 15.8% and a 
FoodScan reading of around 15.7%. The Food Analyser is a cheaper NIR analyser than the FoodScan, 
which is why it was purchased for the plant instead of the FoodScan, but is thought to be less 
reliable. For this reason, the Food Analyser moisture is deliberately calibrated at 0.1% (absolute) 
higher than the FoodScan moisture to prevent product going out of spec. There needs to be a more 
reliable system for controlling and testing butter moisture content, so that operators can be 
confident in controlling moisture content without going out of spec.  
4.3 PLANT STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES (SOPs) 
The SOPs for plant operation are the ‘recipes’ that plant operators use to control the plant to give a 
specified target product composition. The SOPs are reissued monthly but are not regularly reviewed, 
with some SOPs last being reviewed in 2009. Out of date SOPs do not show the current optimum 
operating conditions, which is an issue for inexperienced operators who are not confident in making 
adjustments to the operating conditions. An example of this is the SOP for WPC 80 which instructs 
the operator to control the Wellmix inlet air temperature to a target of 195°C on product and the air 
flow to 4500 m3/hr. However, the operator log sheets show that when the product moisture is closer 
to the 4.7% target the Wellmix inlet air temperature is closer to 185°C and air flow is closer to 5000 
m3/hr. It is suggested that SOPs are reviewed more regularly so that they display current optimum 
operating conditions. 
4.4 POWDER PLANT 
4.4.1 D1 PLANT 
Control of the Dryer 1 plant, unlike all other spray dryer plants, is done manually. This does not 
significantly affect operators’ ability to control protein, but as Figure 4 shows the average moisture 
content this season is below last season’s average. In addition, this presents an opportunity for the 
training of new operators. As discussed in Section 4.1, the introduction of an APC system has 
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presented the issue that new operators do not properly understand the process that they are 
controlling. Training all new evaporator and dryer operators on D1 would give them a better 
understanding of the milk drying process as: 
 The plant is (relatively) small and able to be seen from the control room. This means the 
drying process is able to be better explained than if it were being explained in the Dryer 2 or 
3 plants. 
 The process is very hands-on, so operators have to get up close to the equipment. 
4.4.2 BMP PROTEIN AND FAT NOT CONTROLLED 
In the production of BMP, buttermilk is taken as a by-product of the butter production process and 
sent to either the D1 or D2 plants for drying. The protein and fat contents of the buttermilk are not 
adjusted prior to drying (other than an optional separator in the Butter plant, which is used if the fat 
content of the buttermilk is above a certain limit), and therefore the final protein and fat contents 
are well above their minimum specifications.  If the protein and fat contents were able to be 
controlled closer to their limits, significant revenue gains could be made.  
4.4.3 VARYING TOTAL SOLIDS CONTENT OF RAW MILK  
The total solids content of raw milk entering Evaporators 2 and 3 can vary between 9.5% and 11.5%, 
due to the different regions in which the milk is produced and because milk coming from Canterbury 
is concentrated. The APC system does not currently recognise the total solids content as a 
disturbance variable, and therefore runs Evaporator and Dryers 2 and 3 at the same temperature 
regardless of how much water the milk contains. According to operators, standardising the total 
solids of milk into the evaporator to around 10% would solve this issue. In addition, this would result 
in longer production runs and less evaporator fouling due to consistent sufficient wetting of the 
heating surface [15].  
4.5 PROTEIN PLANT 
4.5.1 TIME BETWEEN ULTRAFILTRATION PROCESSES AND DRYING ON DRYER 6 
The time between the ultrafiltration (UF) and drying processes on Dryer 6 can exceed five hours for 
MPC and several days for WPC. This creates uncertainty for the UF operator who does not know the 
final product composition until hours or days after they have controlled the protein to total solids 
ratio. Because of this, some operators run at protein to total solids ratios a little higher than the 
target to stay well within the spec limits. A graph of UF protein to total solids ratio versus Dryer 6 
protein content (adjusting for moisture variances) was created to provide some clarity about what 
UF protein to solid ratios should be targeted in order to achieve the targeted final protein content 
(see Appendix VI/Section 11.6). 
4.5.2 PILLET DRYER THROUGHPUT EXCEEDS CAPACITY 
The product throughput on the Pillet dryer is currently exceeding its designed capacity. The average 
throughput is 1200 kg/hr and the dryer is designed for 750 kg/hr. When the dryer was located at the 
former Karamea plant, it operated to its designed capacity and produced consistent casein moisture 
contents within 0.1% of its maximum specification. Currently, the product moisture at the dryer 
outlet rapidly fluctuates, making it difficult for the operators to make accurate adjustments to the 
process in order to achieve the target moisture content (See Appendix VII/Section 11.7).  
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4.5.3 HUMID AIR USED IN PROCESS 
Product exiting the Pillet dryer is cooled by a cooling bed before being milled. Ambient air from 
outside the protein plant is used in the cooling and milling, and has a relative humidity that can 
fluctuate between 60-90% over a 24 hour period. The humid air can add moisture back into the 
product [14] (Figure 10), therefore the fluctuating air humidity makes it difficult for the operators to 
predict the moisture of the casein exiting the mill. This is crucial as the casein moisture content 
exiting the mill gives the operators the best indication of final moisture content. 
 
Figure 10: Average moisture content per run. On runs 576, 579 and 580 the average moisture 
content ex-mill is higher than that ex-Pillet dryer, showing moisture is added to the product post-
drying. 
A new benchtop mill in the protein plant has given casein plant operators a near real time estimate 
of the moisture content ex-mill. When taking their hourly samples from the pillet dryer, operators 
mill a sample in the benchtop mill and test its composition. This test gives the operators a good 
estimate of what the moisture content ex-mill will be at the current operating conditions, and they 
can then make adjustments to running conditions based on this.  
4.6 COMPOSITION CONTROL SUMMARY 
The composition control systems and procedures, and issues with the plant that affect the 
operators’ ability to control composition, have been analysed. It is believed that the key 
improvements that can be made would be to improve the procedure for collecting and testing daily 
line sample comparisons, and to make more frequent bias adjustments to plant NIR analysers. The 
time taken to collect and test daily line samples needs to be shortened, and laboratory NIR results 
need to be reported back to operators at two decimal places. On the other hand, bias adjsutments 
need to be made to the plant NIR analysers more frequently to reduce the variation between the 
plant and laboratory analysers. These two improvements would give all operators the confidence to 
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5.0 COMPANY CULTURE AND ALIGNMENT 
In order to achieve optimised product composition, it is important that the company culture 
supports this goal. Company culture can affect the way that operators and laboratory analysts 
complete tests, how operators use APC, and how issues related to product composition are 
identified and remedied. The company culture was analysed to determine its effect on product 
composition, and the underlying issue of a lack of organisational alignment was identified. 
5.1 OBSERVATIONS  
The Westland company culture has been observed to identify how it can affect product composition. 
Important factors in observing the current culture were: 
 Maintaining an impartial view of people’s opinions [16]. 
 Asking people from the different departments (technical, production and laboratory) about 
their interactions with other departments [17]. 
 Gauging whether employees understand the company’s values and goals [18]. 
The biggest culture issue at Westland regarding composition is the rivalry between production and 
laboratory departments. Both parties are involved in the determination of final product 
composition, so need to work together if the goal of optimised product composition is going to be 
achieved. Examples of this rivalry are: 
 Operators blaming laboratory staff for NIR variations, because of infrequent bias 
adjustments on the analyser. 
 Laboratory staff blaming operators for NIR variations, due to their sample preparation 
technique. There is an observed lack of trust towards operators to follow the NIR standard 
operating procedure, with no real evidence to support the reason for this distrust.  
 Laboratory staff blaming all composition issues on the operators. 
 Operators getting frustrated at laboratory samplers for not processing their daily line 
samples within the timeframe expected by the operators. 
Aligning both departments towards the goal of composition optimisation is crucial to achieving the 
goal.  
5.2 ORGANISATIONAL ALIGNMENT 
‘The quality of a person’s work is strongly influenced by the organisation’s ideology’. [19] 
Organisational alignment can be described as ‘the extent to which the strategy, structure, and 
culture of the organisation combine to create a synergistic whole’ [20], which is important when 
trying to achieve the company’s goals. Alignment towards a goal is crucial as people, in general, are 
not only motivated to work by money, but also by the feeling of working towards a cause [21]. 
Without alignment, departments work towards different goals and each department fails to meet 
the needs of other departments [20]. 
In order for Westland to achieve optimised product composition, it is important to have strong 
alignment of the production, laboratory, technical, nutrition science, and quality departments. This 
will enable issues related to product composition to be analysed from each perspective, and 
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solutions can be found that suit each department. In addition, each department will successfully 
meet the needs of other departments. 
5.2.1 ACHIEVING ORGANISATIONAL ALIGNMENT 
A literature review was conducted to find the important factors in achieving organisational 
alignment. The findings of this review are shown in Appendix VIII/Section 11.8. 
From the literature [19, 20, 22-25], there seems to be some agreement that the following are 
fundamental to achieving organisational alignment:  
1. Management alignment towards the same goal  
2. Communication and agreement of organisational goals with all members of the 
organisation 
3. Evaluating how current skills and knowledge of employees can contribute to the 
organisational goals. 
4. Providing the necessary training and resources to employees to improve their 
contribution to the overall goals of the organisation 
While these factors were derived from literature, aimed at achieving alignment across a whole 
organisation, the same ideas can be applied to achieving alignment between the production and 
laboratory departments at Westland. 
One topic that was touched on in the literature [22, 26], but not widely discussed, is the impact that 
employees’ personality can have on achieving alignment. It is noted in this literature that in order to 
achieve alignment it is important that employees share the same values as the organisation. 
However, there is little discussion about how to change people’s values, or how hard it may be to do 
so in people that have strong personalities. The only solution that literature gives to this is to 
encourage people to leave the company if they do not share the company’s values [26], but this may 
not be a feasible solution. Further work regarding how to alter people’s values may prevent the 
need for bringing new people to the organisation, and the need for people to leave. 
1. MANAGEMENT ALIGNMENT 
Management alignment towards an organisational goal is the crucial first step to achieving the goal. 
Without management alignment, there is a miscommunication of goals to other employees. In order 
for Westland to achieve the composition optimisation goal, Senior Management and managers from 
the production, technical, nutrition science, quality and laboratory departments must be aligned 
towards the goal. If this fails to occur, there may be a need to bring new people into the organisation 
that possess the required values and expertise to achieve this goal [22].  
2. COMMUNICATION 
Communication of goals enables each department within an organisation to align their own goals 
towards those of the organisation [20]. To achieve the goal of product composition optimisation, the 
goal is required to be effectively communicated to all departments involved.  
The goal of optimised composition has, on the whole, been communicated well to production staff. 
The operators understand why there is a push to increase moisture content and decrease protein 
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and fat contents, and that it has significant value for the company. The response of the operators 
has been positive, as the feeling of adding significant value to the company appears to be a 
motivating factor for their work performance.  
However, this goal has not been well communicated to laboratory staff. While the influence that 
laboratory staff have over final product composition may appear to be minor, processes that they 
are involved in affect the ability of the operators to control composition. There appears to be a lack 
of understanding from laboratory analysts about how their work contributes to the operators’ ability 
to control composition, which demonstrates the lack of alignment of laboratory goals towards the 
optimisation goal.  
Further communication of the optimisation goal to the technical, nutrition science, and quality 
departments is required. The quality department approves product specifications, nutrition science 
creates new formulations, and technical have the ability to make further process improvements 
towards the goal. Therefore, each party needs to be involved with the composition improvement 
process. 
3. EVALUATION 
Evaluating the current skills and knowledge of employees regarding the achievement of a goal 
achieves two things - it reinforces to employees that they have the ability to contribute to the goal, 
and identifies areas in which skills and knowledge can be improved through training [19]. 
The skills and knowledge that production operators possess are very different to that which 
laboratory analysts possess, which is in turn different to that of the technical and quality 
departments. Operators have a very strong understanding of how production processes affect 
composition, and the process engineers have the technical understanding of how processes affect 
composition. Laboratory analysts understand how to test the different product components and 
quality know how far product specifications can be pushed within regulations.  
The major weakness in knowledge of both production and laboratory employees is that neither 
understands the whole process of controlling composition from the input of raw milk to final testing. 
This means that neither group demonstrates complete knowledge of the value chain and the ways to 
fully optimise the process of composition control. 
4. TRAINING AND RESOURCES 
Providing employees with appropriate training and resources enhances their ability to do their jobs 
effectively, therefore they are more aligned to the whole organisation [20]. Provision of training and 
resources should aim to eliminate the weaknesses identified at the evaluation stage.  
To improve the knowledge of the composition control of production and laboratory employees, 
cross-functional work is recommended. This would involve laboratory staff spending time in the 
plants learning how the operators control composition and vice versa. This overall understanding 
would enable the processes that affect composition control to be analysed from each end of the 
process. 
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5.3 COMPANY CULTURE AND ALIGNMENT SUMMARY 
The underlying culture issue at Westland, related to the goal of optimised product composition, is 
that there is a lack of alignment towards the goal. Aligning the production, laboratory, quality, 
nutrition science, and technical departments towards the goal is vital to its achievement as all 
departments are involved in defining final composition. If these departments were aligned, issues 
with processes and procedures that determine final composition could be identified and analysed 
from different perspectives. For example, a key procedural improvement that can be made is the 
process of collecting and testing daily line samples (see Section 4.2.1). In order to define a suitable 
procedure there needs to be input from both production and laboratory staff, therefore there needs 
to be alignment of these two departments. Overall, organisational alignment would result in 
improved processes that would meet the needs of all departments. 
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6.0 YIELD REPORTING 
Two systems for reporting yield have been developed. The first is a procedure for reporting overall 
monthly composition and yields (‘monthly yield report’), and the second reports near-real time 
composition to operators (‘real-time report’). The monthly yield report is important for 
demonstrating composition improvements made compared to last season, while the real-time 
report visually shows operators how composition is tracking every hour so they can make 
adjustments if necessary. 
6.1 MONTHLY REPORTING 
The monthly yield report provides average monthly compositions for each product, missed 
opportunity by not hitting composition targets, and revenue gains by each plant based on improved 
composition. Data from this report is able to be copied into a report that calculates year-to-date 
performance. The system has been designed to be user friendly, and has been continually improved 
to reduce the required inputs. The procedure for preparing this report is given in Appendix 
IX/Section 11.9. 
The monthly report was created in Microsoft Excel. Product compositions for each production batch 
are extracted from the AX system, batch mass is extracted from the Production: Actual Batch Level 
business report, and the plant used to produce each batch is extracted from the Production: Planned 
vs Actual business report. This data is entered into a template that calculates average composition, 
missed opportunity, and revenue gains for each plant. Key assumptions made in the design of the 
template are: 
 The average of all batch compositions gives a reasonable estimation of the overall monthly 
composition, so does not take into account the size of each batch. 
 Improvements in revenue due to lower protein and fat contents can be modelled by directly 
replacing protein with lactose. 
A key factor that had to be accounted for in the design of the template is the different product 
composition specifications. Products with the same specifications are grouped together and average 
compositions are calculated for each group. 
The data calculated by this template can be copied into a report that calculates year-to-date 
performance. Year-to-date performance is calculated both in terms of revenue gains and percentage 
composition gains.  
6.1.1 MONTHLY REPORTING DELAY 
Monthly reporting is currently unable to be completed for up to eight days after the month has 
ended, due to a delay in final composition reporting by laboratory departments. Improving the time 
for final composition reporting is necessary for taking corrective action if there are issues with the 
final composition.  
It was found that product samples spend most of this time in the sampling laboratory - samples are 
collected from production plants daily and the chemistry laboratory does not receive the samples 
from sampling until four to six days after production. This is thought to be because sampling tests 
are not done on weekends, therefore there can be a backlog of up to three days of samples on 
Monday if a run is not completed by Friday afternoon. Options for improving the lead time are to 
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have laboratory sampling staff work on weekends, outsourcing sample testing on weekends, or to 
progress LEAN laboratory techniques. 
LEAN laboratory techniques have been implemented in laboratories worldwide, including Baxter’s 
Quality Control Laboratory [27], GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) laboratories [28], and Riverside Medical 
Centre’s laboratory [29]. Because of LEAN, Baxter reported a 25% decrease in analysis time for some 
products, GSK reported a reduction in chemistry laboratory lead time from 18 to 6 days, and 
Riverside reported a reduction in test time of up to 46%. Additional benefits that were recognised 
included: 
 ‘A much deeper process knowledge for all members’ due to a team approach towards LEAN 
[27]. 
 A vast improvement in the service that the Riverside laboratory was able to give the 
Emergency Department [29]. 
 67% reduction in lead time variation at GSK [28] 
Improving the lead time in laboratory testing will involve input from both the production and 
laboratory departments. The laboratory supports the production department; production must work 
with the laboratory to define lead time performance parameters that will give them the information 
they need within a timeframe that is achievable by the laboratory.  
6.2 REAL-TIME COMPOSITION REPORTING 
The real-time report graphically shows D2, D3 and D6 operators the current in-line product 
composition. For the D2 and D3 plants moisture, protein and fat is reported. For the D6 plant, just 
moisture is reported as protein and fat is manually controlled.  
The report extracts product moisture content from the APC system, and protein and fat contents 
from the historical database of the plant control system. The moisture content is that which the 
operators enter into APC every hour based on their hourly checks. Calculations estimate the protein 
and fat contents at the time the hourly sample is collected, so that operators do not have to enter 
these values. A key assumption that was made in the design of this report is that around half an hour 
before the hourly product sample is collected, that sample passes through the in-line protein and fat 
analyser. Therefore the protein and fat contents are estimated based on the average protein and fat 
to total solids ratios from 25 to 35 minutes before the hourly sample is collected. 
The next step for improving this system would be to add target lines to the graphs so that 
composition can be directly tracked against targets.  
6.3 YIELD REPORTING SUMMARY 
The monthly report is important for demonstrating improvements made to composition this season 
compared to last season. However, due to the lead-time in laboratory testing of final product 
composition, the monthly report is currently unable to be compiled for up to eight days after the 
end of a month. Shortening the lead-time for final composition testing will enable this report to be 
compiled nearer to the end of the previous month, and therefore more effective and timely 
corrective action will be able to be taken. Having laboratory sampling staff work on weekends, 
outsourcing sample testing on weekends, or progressing LEAN laboratory techniques would achieve 
a shortened lead-time. 
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The real-time report graphically shows operators how product composition is tracking every hour. 
This is will help operators to understand how they are tracking against targets, so that they can 
make required adjustments to achieve the targets. The next step for improving this system would be 
to add target lines to the graphs so that composition can be directly tracked against targets.  
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this project was to optimise product composition at Westland Milk Products, and to 
develop processes and procedures for the maintenance of yield reporting. While improvements 
have been made from August to December 2013, there are still issues that need to be addressed if 
optimised composition is going to be achieved.  
From August to December 2013, a relative product moisture content gain of 0.60% had been made 
and 0.11% and 3.44% relative losses had been made in protein and fat contents respectively 
compared to last season. These improvements are believed to be due to increased operator 
awareness of the company’s goal of optimised product composition. While the 0.11% decrease in 
protein content may seem statistically insignificant, this includes a sharp increase in protein content 
across all products in November. A greater decrease in protein content would have been seen if: a) 
the protein content been had better controlled during the peaks of October and November, and b) 
the protein content was better controlled in the D6 plant.  
There is still some way to go in achieving optimised product composition. Three key areas were 
analysed in order to determine where improvements could be made to help improve composition; 
1) the systems and procedures put in place to control composition, 2) issues with production 
processes that affect operators’ ability to control composition, and 3) the company culture relating 
to composition control. From this, several issues were found that need to be addressed, and 
recommendations for remedying these issues are shown in Section 8.0. The biggest issues are 
believed to be the current procedure for the collection and NIR testing of daily line samples, and the 
lack of organisational alignment towards the company’s goal of optimised product composition.  
Reducing the length of time between plant and laboratory NIR testing of daily line samples would 
reduce discrepancies in results and give operators more confidence to consider variations when 
controlling the plant. Organisational alignment would enable process and procedural issues that 
affect product composition to be identified and analysed from different perspectives. This would 
lead to improved processes that would benefit all departments. 
Finally, two systems for reporting yield were developed; a monthly report that demonstrates 
monthly composition improvements, and a real-time report that reports composition to operators 
every hour. The monthly report will be more useful if the final product composition for the previous 
month is able to be reported by the laboratory closer to the beginning of the current month. This 
would enable corrective action to be taken within a more reasonable timeframe. The real-time 
report can be improved by adding target lines to the graphs so that operators can directly track 
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8.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 
8.1 SHORT-TERM RECOMMENDATIONS 
It is recommended that following actions are taken within the next six months: 
1. Continue to use the APC system as often as possible. This will provide the system with more 
historical data to base its predictions on, therefore resulting in more accurate predictions. 
This will involve further encouraging operators to reach their APC uptime target of 80%. 
However, operators also need to be instructed to not compromise production performance 
for APC uptime. Operators need to state reasons for not hitting their APC uptime targets so 
that corrective actions can be taken. 
2. Dryer 3 ProFoss trial. The ProFoss will be trialled on Dryer 3 in March 2014, in order to 
determine whether it helps the operators to improve composition. If the ProFoss trial results 
in a composition improvement for the E3/D3 plant, it is recommended that the system be 
integrated with the APC system, and that the system be introduced to the E2/D2 and E6/D6 
plants. 
3. Change the daily line sample comparison reporting procedure. The recommended 
procedure is shown in Figure 9. This would reduce discrepancies due to the delay between 
plant and laboratory tests and give operators more confidence to push towards spec targets. 
4. Make frequent bias adjustments to plant NIR analysers. A system should be implemented 
where bias adjustments are made to the plant analysers when their daily line sample 
comparison with the laboratory analysers exceeds predetermined limits. Reducing the 
variation would give operators more confidence to push towards composition targets, 
without the fear of composition going out of spec. In addition, operators need to be 
informed of when bias adjustments are made so they know to ignore the daily line sample 
comparison results.  
5. Review and update operator SOPs. SOPs need to be reviewed and updated so that they 
show current optimum operating conditions. This is important for giving new operators the 
information they need to control the process. Reviewing SOPs once or twice per season 
would be sufficient. 
6. Instil confidence in protein plant operators to decrease SMP protein content. An option for 
doing this would be to encourage them to lower the content in incremental steps with each 
production run. 
7. Align laboratory department towards composition optimisation goal. Aligning laboratory 
management towards this goal is important, as they can then align departmental goals 
towards the optimisation goal. Laboratory alignment would enable processes and 
procedures that affect the operator’s ability to control final composition to be studied from 
both ends of the process.   
8. Review how composition is tracking against targets. It is recommended that, if composition 
targets are reached, the targets are reconsidered to push closer to specification limits. 
9. Implement a cross-functional induction process. This would involve new laboratory 
employees spending time in the plant learning about how operators do their work, and vice 
versa. This would give each party a better overview of how the other does their work, so 
that any issues involving final product composition can be resolved together. 
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Table 4 shows who has the responsibility of assessing and implementing each short-term 
recommendation, and the risks and limitations associated with each recommendation. 
Table 4: Responsibility and risks/limitations for each short-term recommendation 
Recommendation Responsibility Risks/Limitations 
1. Continue to use the APC 
system as often as 
possible. 
 Plant Managers  
 Shift Supervisors 
 APC uptime could compromise 
production performance  
2. Dryer 3 ProFoss trial.  NIR Technician 
 Operations 
Manager 
 Operators may not consider 
ProFoss data when controlling 
plant 
3. Change the daily line 
sample comparison 
reporting procedure. 
 Plant Managers 
 Laboratory 
Manager 
 NIR Technician 
 Laboratory and production staff 
may not reach an agreement on a 
procedure. Success depends on 
success of organisational 
alignment. 
4. Make frequent bias 
adjustments to plant NIR 
analysers. 
 NIR Technician  Time consuming 
5. Review and update 
operator SOPs. 
 Plant Managers  Time consuming 
6. Instil confidence in 
protein plant operators 
to decrease SMP protein 
content. 
 Protein Plant 
Manager 
 
 SMP protein content is lowered 
to below specification limits 




 Senior Management  May take considerable time and 
effort from senior management 
8. Review how composition 




 Plant Managers 
 Time consuming 
9. Implement a cross-
functional induction 
process. 
 HR Manager 
 Plant Managers 
 Induction process would have to 
be lengthened 
 
8.2 MEDIUM-TERM RECOMMENDATIONS 
It is recommended that the following actions are taken within the next two years: 
1. Investigate options for improving reliability of control and testing of butter moisture 
content. Firstly, investigate whether the lack of trust in the results of the Food Analyser is 
justified. If it is found to be justified, investigate the feasibility of replacing the Food Analyser 
with a FoodScan, taking into account the potential for added revenue due to the ability to 
add more moisture to the butter. It the lack of trust is unjustified, the Food Analyser should 
be calibrated to match the FoodScan.  
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2. Investigate the practicality of training new evaporator and dryer operators on Dryer 1. The 
small size and hands-on nature of the plant means that operators would gain a good 
understanding of how to control the process before being trained on the APC system. 
3. Investigate the feasibility of controlling BMP protein and fat contents. Significant revenue 
could be gained if the current protein and fat contents were reduced. 
4. Investigate options for standardising the total solids content of milk entering the 
evaporators. This would eliminate a disturbance variable that the APC system does not 
recognise. Westland is currently investigating options for this. 
5. Control of humidity of air entering the casein cooling bed and mill. This would reduce 
variations in powder moisture ex-mill, therefore giving the operators better control over 
moisture.  
6. Investigate options for improving the lead time for final product composition testing. This 
would enable faster corrective action to be taken for issues surrounding composition. 
Options for this include having sampling laboratory staff working weekends, outsourcing 
sample testing on weekends, and progressing LEAN laboratory techniques.  
Table 5 shows who has the responsibility of assessing and implementing each medium-term 
recommendation, and the risks and limitations associated with each recommendation. 
Table 5: Responsibility and risks/limitations for each medium-term recommendation 
Recommendation Responsibility Risks/Limitations 
1. Investigate options for 
improving reliability 
of control and testing 
of butter moisture 
content. 
 NIR Technician 
 Operations Manager 
 Replacing butter plant Food 
Analyser with FoodScan would 
be expensive. 
2. Investigate the 
practicality of training 
new evaporator and 
dryer operators on 
Dryer 1 
 Plant Managers 
 HR Manager 
 Training would take longer, and 
would consume more of the 
training operator’s time. 
3. Investigate the 
feasibility of 
controlling BMP 
protein and fat 
contents. 
 Operations Manager 
 Technical Manager 
 
 Any solution would be expensive 
4. Investigate options for 
standardising the total 
solids content of milk 
entering the 
evaporators. 
 Operations manager 
 Technical Manager 
 
 Any solution would be expensive 
5. Control of humidity of 
air entering the casein 
cooling bed and mill. 
 Operations Manager 
 Technical Manager 
 Protein Plant Manager 
 Any solution would be expensive 
6. Investigate options for 
improving the lead 
time for final product 
composition testing. 
 Laboratory Manager 
 Plant Managers 
 Success depends largely on 
aligning laboratory and 
production departments 
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9.0 REFLECTIVE SUMMARY 
My experience completing this project at Westland Milk Products enabled me to put into practice 
skills and knowledge learnt from MEM coursework. It also taught me several lessons that will stay 
with me for the rest of my career. 
The key skills that I was able to integrate into my project were: 
 Communication. My communication skills improved dramatically throughout the course of 
the project. Before this project, I found the thought of approaching and introducing myself 
to new people to be quite daunting. This project required me to step outside of my comfort 
zone and introduce myself to operators in order to receive the information I needed for my 
project. By the end of my project, I felt much more confident in doing this. 
 Time management. Time management was important for this project, as there were 
reporting deadlines to be met and operators were only available for interviews when the 
plant was running. This meant that I had to organise my tasks each day to meet deadlines 
and to work around plant schedules. At the beginning of each day I wrote down my goals for 
the day and crossed off each goal as I accomplished them. This helped me to maintain focus 
and lowered my stress levels during high workloads. 
 Problem solving. A large part of this project involved finding solutions to issues surrounding 
product composition. Being a visual person, I needed to create a visual aid to help me to 
understand issues, and to theorise the root causes of these issues. On the wall next to my 
desk, I created a big brainstorm map with Post-it notes. This helped me to organise issues 
into key groups and possible solutions were easily able to be added as they were thought of. 
The key lessons that I learnt from this project are: 
 The importance of organisational alignment. My project was made very challenging 
because the whole organisation was not aligned towards the product composition 
optimisation goal. This showed me that it is very difficult for a company to achieve the goal if 
not all employees are aligned to the goal. In future management positions, I will make 
organisational alignment a top priority when organisational goals are set. 
 It is important to remain impartial when analysing processes/data. This project required 
me to analyse processes that both laboratory and production staff were involved in. Being 
from a process background and because I formed good relationships with the operators, it 
could have been easy for me to be bias towards the production team when determining root 
causes. But I had to remain impartial and look at issues from both points of view in order to 
determine the root cause. In larger process improvement teams, each department would be 
represented on the team in order to eliminate bias. 
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11.1 APPENDIX I: PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS AND TARGETS 
 














Bulk Butter  16     15.8      
Consumer Butter  16      15.8     
SMP             
2223 2404 2200 2300 2226 
2230 2317 2225 2215 2100 
4.00 32.40 0 3.80 32.70 0.90 
2314 2305 2227 2219 4.00 32.50  0 3.80 32.80 0.90 
2407 4.50 36.00 0.60 4.30 36.30 0.90 
2410 4.50 35.00  0 4.30 35.30 0.90 
2102 2302 4.00 34.00  0 3.80 34.30 0.90 
2413 4.50 36.00  0 4.30 36.30 0.90 
2312 4.00 34.10  0 3.80 34.40 0.90 
2414 4.00 32.20  0 3.80 32.50 0.90 
WMP             
3100 3119 3404  3118 3.5 24.5 26 3.2 24.80 26.30 
3307 3.7 24.5 26 3.4 24.80 26.30 
3412 3.5 26 28 3.2 26.30 28.30 
3113 3.3 25.5 26 3 25.80 26.30 
3415 3.5 25.5 27.6 3.2 25.80 27.90 
3419 3 25.5 28 2.7 25.80 28.30 
3302 3.5 24.1 26 3.2 24.40 26.30 
3308 3.5 23 28 3.2 23.30 28.30 
3409 3.5 23.5 28 3.2 23.80 28.30 
3422             
BMP             
5100 5110 4 30 6 3.60     
5105 5109 4 30 5 3.60     
              
Lactoferrin             
Casein 10     9.60     
Caseinate             
4401 4411 4415 4418 4.5 93.5 0 4.00     
4431 6.5 88 0 6.00     
WPC             
4555 4556 5 80 0 4.60 82.00   
4560 4561 6 55 0 5.50 55.15   
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MPC             
4624 5 70 0 4.70 71.50   
4631 5 81 0 4.70 82.00   
Blend             
8302 3 26.7 23 2.80 27.00 23.80 
8305 8307 3 25 24 2.80 25.30 24.80 
Nutritional Formulations             
8400 8401 4 10.9 24.6 2.65     
8500 8501 4 15.6 21.6 2.65     
8700 4 16.4 20 2.65     
 
11.2 APPENDIX II: PROCESS IMPROVEMENT METHOD STUDY 
Juran ‘s Process Improvement Method [7] 
1. Nominations for improvement projects need to be made. These can come from all levels 
within an organisation. 
2. Projects need to be screened and prioritised. Those that promise the most benefits for the 
effort expended are high priority. 
3. Select project(s) to undertake. This involves reviewing the list of prioritised projects and 
making a final determination on which to undertake. A key factor to consider is the impact 
the chosen project will have on the bottom line. 
4. Define mission statement for the chosen projects. This defines the intended result, 
establishes responsibility, provides legitimacy of the project, and confers rights to the team. 
5. Select and assign teams to each project. For larger projects that have multifunctional 
problems, a multifunctional team is required. Assignment of projects to individuals can 
result in biases in diagnosis and remedy. Teams then need to be organized and key roles 
such as team leader and secretary need to be assigned. 
6. Diagnostic journey from symptoms to cause includes analysing symptons, theorizing causes, 
testing theories, and establishing the causes. 
 Symptoms are often communicated in words eg the machine won’t work 
 Historical events and data should be analysed 
 Brainstorming is a useful method of generating theories 
 Storyboarding, tabular arrangement, and cause and effect diagrams can be used to 
arrange theories. 
 Theories should be prioritised then tested to determine root cause 
7. Remedial journey from cause to remedy includes developing remedies, testing and proving 
the remedies under operating conditions, dealing with resistance to change, and establishing 
controls to hold gains. 
 Choice of a remedy involves determining the extent to which the proposed solutions 
meet essential criteria 
 Removing causes involves the project team accepting the proposed solution, testing 
the solution on the small scale, then testing on full-scale operations. 
 Side-effects of the proposed solution should be analysed 
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 Departments need to accept changes to processes 
 Remedies may be reproduced in several departments 
 Human errors can be broken down into different categories; Work force errors, 
inadvertent errors, technique errors, conscious errors, communication errors,  
8. Periodic review by upper managers is essential to maintaining quality improvement.  
Crosby’s 14 Steps to Process Improvement [10, 11] 
1. Management commitment. Management needs to clearly communicate their stance on 
quality to all employees. 
2. Quality improvement team. A team is needed to drive the quality improvement process. 
Each department should be represented on the team. 
3. Measure improvements made. Measurements are compared to past events to see if an 
improvement has been made. 
4. Cost of quality and process improvement. Determining the costs to the business if 
improvements are not made.  
5. Quality awareness. Raising awareness about the impact of process improvement. The whole 
team needs to agree that improvement is needed. 
6. Corrective action. Put systems in place for analysing and correcting process defects. 
7. Zero defects planning. Determine processes and activities that zero defect logic should be 
applied to. 
8. Employee education. Educate employees on the principles of quality so that they can apply 
these principles to their work. 
9. Zero defects day. A planned event to inform employees that process changes have been 
made. 
10. Goal setting. Establish realistic process improvement goals to bring about continuous 
process improvement. 
11. Error cause removal. Communication process by which employees communicate difficulties 
in achieving their goals to management and management reiterates expectations. 
12. Recognition. A formal program recognizes those employees who contribute to process 
improvement. 
13. Quality councils. Bring together appropriate people to review the improvement process. 
Improvement processes can then be replicated to other areas, or changed if it is deemed 
that they are not achieving the desired results. 
14. Do it again. Repeat process to achieve continuous improvement. 
Deming’s 14 Principals of Process Improvement [8, 9] 
1. Create constancy of purpose. Allocate resources and design systems for continuous process 
improvement as a long term goal. 
2. New philosophy. The company needs to adopt the philosophy of process improvement and 
a zero tolerance to lack of quality 
3. Cease dependence on mass inspection. Eliminate the need for mass inspection of products 
by building quality into products in the first place. 
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4. End lowest tender contracts. Stop awarding business based on the basis of lowest price, and 
move towards a single supplier for one item. Focus on minimizing overall cost, not only 
initial cost. 
5. Improve every process. Continually search for issues in business processes that can be 
improved. 
6. Institute training on the job. Implement modern methods of on the job training, including 
for management. 
7. Institute leadership. Managers and supervisors must focus on helping their teams achieve 
improved quality. 
8. Drive out fear. Encourage effective two-way communication as a means to drive out fear, to 
enable everyone to work more productively and efficiently.  
9. Break down barriers. Breaking down barriers between departments will enable the 
departments to work as a team towards tackling process issues. 
10. Eliminate exhortations. Eliminate posters, slogan and exhortations that demand zero 
defects and new levels of productivity. The bulk of process issues lie within system, and are 
beyond the power of the workforce. 
11. Eliminate arbitrary numerical targets. Substitute numerical targets with effective leadership 
in helping employees to make improvements. 
12. Permit pride of workmanship. Remove barriers that rob hourly workers of their pride of 
workmanship. For example, abolishing the annual merit rating and management by 
objective. 
13. Encourage education. Institute a vigorous program of education and self-improvement. 
Encourage employees to further educate themselves so that they improve in their work. 
14. Top management commitment and action. Clearly define management’s ongoing 
commitment to process improvement, so that everyone in the company will work to achieve 
the process improvement goal.  
The key points taken from the study of the three methods are: 
 The process improvement opportunity should be defined in terms of contribution to the 
bottom line 
 Measurements of key indicators should be compared against historical data in order to 
determine the improvement that has been made 
 Realistic process goals should be set 
 Raising awareness and reaching agreement that process improvement is needed is vital to 
achieving improvement 
 Brainstorming and cause and effect analysis is effective in determining the root cause of 
process issues 
 Developing and implementing remedies to process issues involves testing and proving the 
remedies under operating conditions, dealing with resistance to change, and establishing 
controls to hold gains. 
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11.3 APPENDIX III: INDIVIDUAL PRODUCT PERFORMANCE 
Figures A1 to A8 show the composition improvements of each product from August to December 
2013 compared with 2012-13 season averages. 
 
Figure A1: Relative moisture content improvements (and losses) for butter products compared with 
the 2012-13 season average 
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Figure A3: Relative composition improvements (and losses) for WMP compared with 2012-13 season 
average 
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Figure A5: Relative composition improvements (and losses) for BMP compared with 2012-13 season 
average 
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Figure A7: Relative composition improvements (and losses) for WPC compared with 2012-13 season 
average 
 
Figure A8: Relative composition improvements (and losses) for Blend products compared with 2012-
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11.4 APPENDIX IV: PROFOSS CALIBRATION 
Figures A9 to A11 show the most recent ProFOSS calibration data for SMP. As can be seen on the 
graphs, calibration outliers still exist. 
 
Figure A9: ProFOSS calibration data for SMP moisture 
 
 
Figure A10: ProFOSS calibration data for SMP protein 
y = 1.0091x - 0.0031 














y = 0.9563x + 1.2629 
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Figure A11: ProFOSS calibration data for SMP fat 
11.5 APPENDIX V: NIR VARIATIONS 
Figures A12 to A14 show the variations between the plant and laboratory NIR analysers.  
 
Figure A12: Variations in NIR moisture readings between butter Food Analyser and FoodScan. The 
graph shows that over the period of a day the readings can vary by up to 0.3% (absolute). 
 
y = 0.7488x + 0.149 
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Figure A13: Variations in composition readings between powder plant XDS and laboratory XDS for 
products made on D2 plant. 
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11.6 APPENDIX VI: COMPARISON OF D6 PROTEIN CONTENT vs UF PROTEIN 
TO TOTAL SOLIDS RATIO 
Figure A15 shows a comparison between the D6 protein content and the UF protein to total solids 
ratio. Please note that the D6 protein contents were adjusted to account for varying moisture 
contents.  
Table A1 shows the recommended UF protein to total solids targets for different target final protein 
and moisture contents. This is to provide clarity to the plant manager and operators. 
Figure A15: Comparison between D6 protein content and UF protein to total solids ratio 
  























D6 Protein Content (%) 
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71.6 73.4 73.5 73.5 73.6 73.6 73.6 73.7 73.7 73.7 
71.5 73.3 73.4 73.4 73.5 73.5 73.5 73.6 73.6 73.6 
71.4 73.2 73.3 73.3 73.4 73.4 73.4 73.5 73.5 73.5 
71.3 73.1 73.2 73.2 73.2 73.3 73.3 73.4 73.4 73.4 
71.2 73.0 73.1 73.1 73.1 73.2 73.2 73.3 73.3 73.3 
71.1 72.9 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.1 73.1 73.2 73.2 73.2 
71 72.8 72.9 72.9 72.9 73.0 73.0 73.1 73.1 73.1 
70.9 72.7 72.8 72.8 72.8 72.9 72.9 72.9 73.0 73.0 
70.8 72.6 72.7 72.7 72.7 72.8 72.8 72.8 72.9 72.9 
70.7 72.5 72.6 72.6 72.6 72.7 72.7 72.7 72.8 72.8 
70.6 72.4 72.5 72.5 72.5 72.6 72.6 72.6 72.7 72.7 
  
UF Protein:Total Solids Target 
 
11.7 APPENDIX VII: FLUCTUATIONS IN CASEIN MOISTURE CONTENT 
Figure A16 shows that the casein moisture content as it exits the Pillet dryer can fluctuate over the 
period of a run. 
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11.8 APPENDIX VIII: LITERATURE REVIEW ON FUNDAMENTALS OF 
ORGANISATIONAL ALIGNMENT 
Literature Important Factors in Achieving Organisational Alignment 
Antecedents for achievement 
of alignment in organisations 
[20] 
 Communication about goals and objectives 
o Most important factor 
o Important so that each department can define goals 
to assist in achieving overall goals 
 Employee enhancement 
o Providing employees with the opportunity to improve 
necessary skills 
o Improving or clarifying knowledge about their roles 
and goals 
o Allowing autonomy and involvement in decision-
making processes 
 Managerial effectiveness 
o Depends on effective supervisory leadership and high 
upper management support 
Achieving organisational 
change through values 
alignment [19] 
 Discussing organisation strengths and weaknesses regarding 
the achievement of the goal 
 Defining success and performance indicators that would 
result from organisational alignment towards the goal 
 Everybody applying the same values to their work 
environment 
Strategic Alignment Between 
Competitive Strategy and 
Dynamic Capability: 
Conceptual Framework and 
Hypothesis Development [23] 
 ‘The successful development and implementation of 
competitive strategies depend on proper deployment of 
dynamic capabilities.’ Competitive strategies and dynamic 
capabilities co-vary.  
 Dynamic capabilities are: 
o Sensing market opportunities 
o Addressing opportunities 
o Absorbing and embedding new knowledge from 
external resources into new operational  capabilities 
o Coordinating activities, resources and tasks into new 
operational capabilities. 
Alignment of organizational 
change strategies and its 
relationship with increasing 
organizations' performance 
[24] 
 Strategic change variables (structure, technology, culture, 
human resources, goals) need to be aligned with each other 
and then with the strategic reference points (effectiveness 
and efficiency). 
Mutuality in the management 
of human resources: 
assessing the quality of 
alignment in employment 
relationships [22] 
 Capability match – does an individual possess the 
capabilities needed by the company now and in the future, 
and does the organisation offer scope to explore the 
individual’s potential? 
 Commitment match – is the individual available when 
needed, and does the organization provide stability for the 
individual? 
 Contribution match – does an individual’s contribution 
provide a good return on investment, and are the rewards 
for the individual worth the effort? 
Organisational Behaviour   The sources of organizational culture are: (1) the beliefs, 
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An Experiential Approach [26] values and assumptions of the founders, (2) the learning 
experiences of group members as their organisation 
evolves; (3) new beliefs and assumptions brought in by new 
members and leaders. 
 Culture is transmitted by socialisation, stories, symbols, 
jargon and language, ritual and ceremonies, and statements 
of principle. 
 
From this review, the following factors were deemed to be the fundamental to achieving 
organisational alignment: 
 Management alignment towards the same goal 
 Communication and agreement of organisational goals with all members of the organisation 
 Evaluating how current skills and knowledge of employees can contribute to the 
organizational goals. 
 Providing the necessary training and resources to employees to improve their contribution 
to the overall goals of the organisation 
 
11.9 APPENDIX IX: INSTRUCTIONS FOR MONTHLY YIELD REPORTING 
Product Pricing 
1. From Sales data provided by John Savage each month, extract the Product Spec and Sales 
per tonne. Sales per tonne is calculated by dividing the FOB Amount NZD by Sales Qty. Have 
these two data sets lined up in adjacent columns with Product Spec on the left and Sales per 











































1700   
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6,172.40  
2. Open file Product Pricing and sheet Monthly Prices. Paste the sales data into the 
appropriate month. 
Pivot Table Template 
1. Open file Pivot table template. 
2. Save template as a new file. For example, save file as ‘December Data’ 
3. Click anywhere in the pivot table on the Pivot Table sheet. This will open the Pivot Table 
Field List to the right of the screen. 
4. In the Batch field of Pivot Table Field List open the Cypher ID filter and select the cyphers 
for the required month. For example, for December 2013 select cyphers EX01-EX31. Click OK 
and Update pivot table. 
 
5. Open the Westland Intranet. Under the Reports tab, select Business Reports. 
v 
v 
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6. Under the Report Area: Production section, select the Production – Actual Batch Level 
report. The following drop down tabs will be shown at the right of the screen:  
 
Make the following parameter selections: 
a. Product Group – Select All 
b. From Item – 1101 
c. To Item – 8998 
d. From Batch – Lowest batch number for first cypher of month (see below for 
example) 
e. To Batch – Highest batch number for final cypher of month 
 
From Batch example: 
 
 
BN005833 is the lowest 
batch number for cypher 
FY01. 
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7. Click Apply. Under the Actions drop down tab in the top left hand corner of the screen, 
select Export then Excel. This will open the report as an Excel spreadsheet. 
8. Select all of the report from row 12 down. Do this by clicking on the Product – Actual Batch 
Level heading and dragging down until all of the report is highlighted. Copy this selection. 
9. Reopen the Pivot table template spreadsheet. Open the Actual Batch Level Report sheet 
and click on the cell that says PASTE. Paste the report.  
10. Reopen the Business Reports page on the intranet. Select the Production - Planned vs 
Actual report under the Report Area: Production section. The following drop down tabs will 
be shown at the right of the screen: 
 
Make the following selections and click Apply: 
 Route Number – Select All 
 From Manufacturing Date – The last date of the previous month to that being 
reported 
 To Manufacturing Date – The first date of the month following that which is being 
reported 
 Product Group – Select All 
 From Item – 1101 
 To Item  - 8998 
11. Export to Excel as done in Step 7. 
12. Copy the report from row 14 down by selecting the Production – Planned vs Actual heading, 
dragging down and copying the selection. 
13. Reopen the Pivot table template spreadsheet. Open the Production – Planned vs Actual 
sheet. Click on the cell that says PASTE and paste the report. 
14. Open the Values sheet. Type the cypher for the month in cell L1 (for example type F for 
January, G for February etc). Select all values in columns A to H from row 2 downwards and 
copy and paste as numbers in the same spot. In the Data tab, click Sort. This will open the 
following box: 
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Make the following selections: 
 Sort by – Product 
 Sort on – Values 
 Order – A to Z 
A box will appear that asks to treat all values that look like numbers as numbers. Select OK. 
 
Monthly Tracking Template 
1. Open Monthly Tracking Template file.  Save the template as a new name. For example 
‘December Tracking’. 
2. The template has spreadsheets for all product groups. The data from the Values 
spreadsheet needs to be copied across to the different spreadsheets in the template. 




Bulk Butter 1101 - 1121 
Consumer Butter 1210 – 1434 
SMP 2100 – 2450 
WMP 3100 – 3702 
Casein 4101 – 4250 
Caseinate 4401 – 4431 
WPC 4551 – 4570 
MPC 4613 – 4652 
BMP 5100 – 5150 
Blend 8302 – 8307 
Nutritionals 8310 - 8701 
 
The values in columns A to H of the Values sheet for the specific product group need to be 
copied and pasted into each sheet onto the cell in column A that says PASTE. 
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3. Enter the moisture, protein and fat targets into the appropriate (YELLOW) cells on each 
sheet. On all sheets other than Lactoferrin, this value will be the amount under the max 
moisture spec, and for protein and fats it is the amount over the min spec. Eg. If max 
moisture spec is 4% and target is 3.8%, enter 0.2. If the min protein is 32.4%, and the 
target is 32.7% enter 0.3. For Lactoferrin, enter the exact protein target. 
4. If the missed opportunity of not hitting protein and fat targets and/or specification limits 
is wanted to be known, following this procedure: 
a. There are two sections that are required to be solved by Solver. The Max 
Opportunity calculates the missed opportunity from not hitting specification 
limits and the Target Opportunity calculates the missed opportunity from not 
hitting targets 
b. Open the Solver application (Data  Analysis  Solver) 
 
c. For each section set: 
 Set Objective: Sum squared (GREEN) cell 
 To: Min 
 By Changing Variable Cells: Residual Lactose (PEACH) cells. Note only select 
cells that contain values. 
 Subject to the contraints:  
o PC2 – Target/Min Protein Spec (PURPLE) cells ≥ 0. Note only select 
cells that contain values. 
o FC2 – Target/Min Fat Spec (BLUE) cells ≥ Min Fat Spec min (GREY) 
cells. Again, only select cells that contain values. 
 
5. The average composition for each product spec has now been calculated and entered 
into a report (Report tab). 
6. The report can now be copied into the YTD Performance spreadsheet. The select the 
yellow cells of the report and copy. 
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Potential Issue: 
 New products will not be recognised by this sheet. In the case of a new product, open the 
Spec Lookup sheet and insert a new row (as if the data was entered at the end of the table it 
would be outside the VLOOKUP range). Enter Product Spec and Spec Limits into the 
appropriate columns. Ensure that the formula in column K has copied into the new row.  
YTD Performance 
1. Open YTD Performance file 
2. In the 2012-14 Data tab, paste the report into the appropriate month. 
 
